Requirement on DAQ system for TB 2002
From off-line discussion at FIT: Eric, Tullio, etc

• Collect data from ~ 300-500 QIE-channels
• Record 10 QIE time samples per channel in response to trigger
• Trigger arrives less than 6.4us after data (adjustable latency)
• Process TTC commands for reset, start_run, stop_run
• Testing feature via VME

Features not-supported

• No L1-trigger path
• No CapID check, zero-suppression, filtering, BX IDentification
• No fiber-to-fiber alignment

Data_out[0-15] = { Mantissa, Range, CapIDs, Link_DV, Link_ER, Channel_ID }
HTR FPGA for Test Beam 2002 - Basic Data Path
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HTR FPGA for Test Beam 2002 - testing features
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